S U CC E S S S TO R Y

Majestic Wine Uncorks an Omni-Channel Wine
Buying Experience for Shoppers with Intershop
About Majestic Wine
Majestic Wine PLC is the UK’s
largest retailer of wine by the
mixed case. With a minimum
purchase of six bottles in-store
and online, Majestic offers an
exciting, diverse range of wines,
on-site customer parking, free
wine events and daily tastings,
free delivery and excellent
customer service. To date, there
are 193 Majestic stores across the
UK, with another 14 new stores
opening over the next year.

Overview

Getting order fulfilment right

Having operated its online store for more than a decade,
leading UK wine retailer Majestic Wine has seen its
e-commerce website become ever more popular.
Online sales have grown steadily and an increasing
number of customers are now using their mobile
devices to place orders while on the move.

Alongside real-time stock browsing based on local
availability, the new e-commerce platform needed to
support Majestic’s order fulfilment model. This would
require deep integration with Majestic’s backend
systems to assure the secure submission of orders,
together with customer-specific fulfilment preferences,
to individual stores.

To support the fast-paced growth in online demand,
Majestic needed an e-commerce platform that delivered
all the functionality it needed to handle a multi-site
online shop. It also wanted to pave the way for increased
mobile and social media integration and secure
flexibility capacity to enable innovative future growth.

Evaluating the challenge
Majestic is the largest wine specialist in the UK,
operating over 200 stores that sell wine by the case to
consumers. Offering a highly diverse product range,
the company differentiates itself by the quality of its
customer service and is renowned for its highly
knowledgeable in-store staff.
When Majestic made the decision to undertake an
ecommerce revamp it wanted a future-proof platform
that could support its longer-term commerce vision.
This included enhancing its existing ‘click and collect’
option allowing customers to order goods online and
opt to either pick up in-store or accept free delivery.
This replicates the local in-store experience so online
customers get to browse and select from locally
available stock.
“We wanted to boost customer convenience,
presenting location-relevant stock options to ensure
we guarantee product availability,” explains Richard
Weaver, E-commerce Director at Majestic Wine. “Once a
customer identifies their preferred store, we’ll only
display stock available at that specific store on that
day rather than our entire extended range.”

Ensuring failsafe execution against Majestic’s six bottle
minimum purchase rule meant the new e-commerce
platform needed to cope with a complex range of
checkout rules. As well as managing fulfilment options
such as in-store pick up or free delivery on orders over
£40, customers need to be able to order by the case or
create their own mixed-case selections – choosing from
locally available stock - all with a single click. But that’s
not all. Majestic also wanted to ensure that UK customers
travelling to France could pre-order products from its
online French outlet storefront ready for pick-up from
the store on their arrival on French shores.

Expertise and guided selling
To maximise its online appeal and drive further sales
Majestic wanted to deliver a world-class experience with
user-friendly search and navigation plus content to
guide shoppers through the diverse range of wines,
beers and spirits on offer. The new site would also feature
a centrally generated Majestic Wine blog and provide a
facility for local stores to post content and promote local
events like free wine tastings on the website.
Weaver explains, “As product specialists it is
important that our product information showcases
our expertise and clearly demonstrates the valueadd benefits of shopping with us. We wanted to go
beyond providing search on simple product data
points – like price, wine colour, grape or region – to
delivering comprehensive product descriptions,
videos, personalised recommendations and more.”

Achieving this vision would require an ecommerce
platform capable of delivering centralised management
of huge volumes of content from multiple sources. That
meant everything from generating a content rich online
catalogue with detailed product descriptions and
video, utilising Majestic’s in-house product information
management system, to allowing wine gurus and
customers to post reviews on the site. The aim of the
game was to bring expertise from the offline world to
the online world, making it easy for people to share their
passion for wine.

Intershop delivers on every count
To solve its e-commerce challenges, Majestic turned to
Intershop to provide one e-commerce platform to
support all the complexities of its burgeoning online
requirements. Developed by systems integrator Javelin
Group, the new Majestic Wine site at
www.majestic.co.uk is device optimised and uses
built-in real-time stock management tools to ensure
customers are presented with a locally available range. It
also includes personal recommendations provided by
Majestic’s team of 800 wine experts.
“Intershop gave us the unified set of out-of-thebox functionality and flexibility we needed to
realise everything we wanted to achieve,” confirms
Weaver. “Another great advantage was the seamless
backend integration with in-house systems – like
our product catalogue and fulfilment infrastructure
- plus impressive adaptability.”
The site uses advanced geographic mapping
techniques, which enables Majestic to balance supply
and demand, and ensure compliance with licensing
laws. During the online purchase journey, customers are
presented with a store finder to locate stores, can
browse product information, and find out about nonproduct details such as delivery options.

Outcomes
Majestic Wines has taken the online wine buying
experience to new heights and has only just begun to
tap the capabilities of their new scalable ecommerce
platform.
The new Majestic Wine site uses HTML 5 to optimise the
user experience across all mobiles, tablets and desktops.
As well as providing optimal reading, navigation and
check-out processes for mobile, tablets and desktops
regardless of the device, Intershop’s e-commerce
platform provides a central system to vastly simplify the
on-going process of managing site content.

Customers can select their closest store and be
presented with the available range using near real-time
stock management, review and rate wines, and even
limit searches to only show wines with a minimum
rating from other customers. Using customer data and
purchase history, Majestic is able to send out
personalised promotions tailored to the types of wine
each customer tends to buy.

Offering personalised channel-relevant
shopping
As well as delivering all the functionality of the desktop
version, the updated solution includes new features for
mobile shoppers who can now view content on their
local store’s webpage, have full control of their account
details, can add ratings and reviews, and have the added
option of scanning point-of-sale QR codes when they’re
visiting stores to gain access to highly detailed product
information and reviews.
“When customers shop online with us, they’ll
experience all the advantages of shopping with
their local Majestic store, regardless of the device
they use to engage with the channel. These new
ways of personalising our customer experience are
being achieved by joining up channels to make the
entire shopping journey more relevant to the
individual,” explains Weaver.

Bringing expertise to life
Even better, Majestic has been able to transfer its deep
knowledge of wines online, bringing the expert advice
Majestic Wine customers receive in-store to life on the
web. Having gathered 125,000 recommendations from
its team of UK wine experts, including ‘If you like that,
you’ll love this’ suggestions, the company is using this
new feature to further engage with customers and drive
incremental sales.

»We reviewed the market
carefully but went for Intershop
because the out-of-the-box
functionality was a good fit for
our requirements. The cost
benefit with Intershop was also
the right choice for us.«
Richard Weaver,
E-Commerce Manager
at Majestic Wine

Weaver concludes, “We now offer customers a
broader, more exciting product range than ever
before. Personal recommendations from our wine
experts are online for the first time and we’ve
improved convenience by strengthening our click
and collect offering. The new site makes our
market-leading unique wine retail proposition
shine online and our merchandising teams can
now make business decisions and see them live on
the site in an incredibly short amount of time.”
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